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The objective of this book is to provide you the reader a
complete systems engineering treatment of GNSS. I am an
expert with practical experience in GPS/GNSS design and
similar areas that are addressed within the book. I provide a
thorough, in-depth treatment of each topic. In this book,
updated information on GPS and GLONASS is presented. In
particular, descriptions of new satellites, such as GPS III and
GLONASS K2 and their respective signal sets (e.g., GPS III
L1C and GLONASS L3OC), are included. In this combined
volume I provide in-depth technical descriptions of each
emerging satellite navigation system: BeiDou, Galileo, QZSS,
and NavIC. Dedicated chapters cover each system’s
constellation configuration, satellites, ground control system
and user equipment. Detailed satellite signal characteristics
are also provided. Recently, I’ve heard from many engineers
that they learned how GPS receivers work from this title. In
this title, the design is included, and treatment of receivers is
updated and expanded in several important ways. New
material has been added on important receiver components,
such as antennas and front-end electronics. The increased
complexity of multiconstellation, multifrequency receivers,
which are rapidly becoming the norm today, is addressed in
detail. Other added features of this title are the clear step-bystep design process and associated trades required to
develop a GNSS receiver, depending on the specific receiver
application. This subject will be of great value to those
readers who need to understand these concepts, either for
their own design tasks or to aid their satellite navigation
system engineering knowledge. To round out the discussion
of receivers, updated treatments of interference, ionospheric
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scintillation, and multipath are provided along with new
material on blockage from foliage, terrain, and man-made
structures. Now there has been major developments in GNSS
augmentations, including differential GNSS (DGNSS)
systems, Precise Point Positioning (PPP) techniques, and the
use of external sensors/networks. The numerous deployed or
planned satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS)
networks are detailed, including WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS,
GAGAN, and SDCM, as are groundbased differential systems
used for various applications. The use of PPP techniques has
greatly increased in recent years, and the treatment in this
title has been expanded accordingly. Material addressing
integration of GNSS with other sensors has been thoroughly
revamped, as has the treatment of network assistance as
needed to reflect the evolution from 2G/3G to 4G cellular
systems that now rely on multiconstellation GNSS receiver
engines. While this title has generally been written for the
engineering/scientific community, one of the series is devoted
to GNSS markets and applications. Marketing projections
(and the challenge thereof) are enumerated and discussion of
the major applications is provided. As in all the series, this
book is structured such that a reader with a general science
background can learn the basics of GNSS. The reader with a
stronger engineering/scientific background will be able to
delve deeper and benefit from the more in-depth technical
material. It is this ramp-up of mathematical/technical
complexity along with the treatment of key topics that enables
this publication to serve as a student text as well as a
reference source.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "UAVBased Remote Sensing" that was published in Sensors
This Lecture Series presented the current state-of-the-art in
navigation sensors and integration technology through the
improved use of advanced low-cost navigation sensor
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technologies. The following topics were covered: future of
inertial sensors/integrated systems; advances in gyro
technology; strapdown system computational elements;
strapdown system performance analysis; system integration
principles; innovative MEMS navigation applications;
advanced sensor applications; highly integrated systems.
Robotics applications, initially developed for industrial and
manufacturing contexts, are now strongly present in several
elds. Besides well-known space and high-technology
applications, robotics for every day life and medical s- vices is
becoming more and more popular. As an example, robotic
manipu- tors are particularly useful in surgery and radiation
treatments, they could be employed for civil demining, for
helping disabled people, and ultimately for domestic tasks,
entertainment and education. Such a kind of robotic appcations require the integration of many di erent skills.
Autonomous vehicles and mobile robots in general must be
integrated with articulated manipu- tors. Many robotic
technologies (sensors, actuators and computing systems)
must be properly used with speci c technologies (localisation,
planning and control technologies). The task of designing
robots for these applications is a hard challenge: a speci c
competence in each area is demanded, in the e ort of a truly
integrated multidisciplinary design.
This book presents a step-by-step discussion of the design
and development of radio frequency identification (RFID) and
RFID-enabled sensors on flexible low cost substrates for UHF
frequency bands. Various examples of fully function building
blocks (design and fabrication of antennas, integration with
ICs and microcontrollers, power sources, as well as inkjetprinting techniques) demonstrate the revolutionary effect of
this approach in low cost RFID and RFID-enabled sensors
fields. This approach could be easily extended to other
microwave and wireless applications as well. The first chapter
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describes the basic functionality and the physical and ITrelated principles underlying RFID and sensors technology.
Chapter two explains in detail inkjet-printing technology
providing the characterization of the conductive ink, which
consists of nano-silver-particles, while highlighting the
importance of this technology as a fast and simple fabrication
technique especially on flexible organic substrates such as
Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP) or paper-based substrates.
Chapter three demonstrates several compact inkjet-printed
UHF RFID antennas using antenna matching techniques to
match IC's complex impedance as prototypes to provide the
proof of concept of this technology. Chapter four discusses
the benefits of using conformal magnetic material as a
substrate for miniaturized high-frequency circuit applications.
In addition, in Chapter five, the authors also touch up the
state-of-the-art area of fully-integrated wireless sensor
modules on organic substrates and show the first ever 2D
sensor integration with an RFID tag module on paper, as well
as the possibility of 3D multilayer paper-based RF/microwave
structures. Table of Contents: Radio Frequency Identification
Introduction / Flexible Organic Low Cost Substrates /
Benchmarking RFID Prototypes on Organic Substrates /
Conformal Magnetic Composite RFID Tags / Inkjet-Printed
RFID-Enabled Sensors
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th IFIP
WG 5.5/SOCOLNET Advanced Doctoral Conference on
Computing, Electrical and Industrial Systems, DoCEIS 2016,
held in Costa de Caparica, Portugal, in April 2016. The 53
revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from
112 submissions. The papers present selected results
produced in engineering doctoral programs and focus on
research, development, and application of cyber-physical
systems. Research results and ongoing work are presented,
illustrated and discussed in the following areas: enterprise
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collaborative networks; ontologies; Petri nets; manufacturing
systems; biomedical applications; intelligent environments;
control and fault tolerance; optimization and decision support;
wireless technologies; energy: smart grids, renewables,
management, and optimization; bio-energy; and electronics.
Sensor Technologies: Healthcare, Wellness and
Environmental Applications explores the key aspects of
sensor technologies, covering wired, wireless, and discrete
sensors for the specific application domains of healthcare,
wellness and environmental sensing. It discusses the social,
regulatory, and design considerations specific to these
domains. The book provides an application-based approach
using real-world examples to illustrate the application of
sensor technologies in a practical and experiential manner.
The book guides the reader from the formulation of the
research question, through the design and validation process,
to the deployment and management phase of sensor
applications. The processes and examples used in the book
are primarily based on research carried out by Intel or joint
academic research programs. “Sensor Technologies:
Healthcare, Wellness and Environmental Applications
provides an extensive overview of sensing technologies and
their applications in healthcare, wellness, and environmental
monitoring. From sensor hardware to system applications and
case studies, this book gives readers an in-depth
understanding of the technologies and how they can be
applied. I would highly recommend it to students or
researchers who are interested in wireless sensing
technologies and the associated applications.” Dr. Benny Lo
Lecturer, The Hamlyn Centre, Imperial College of London
“This timely addition to the literature on sensors covers the
broad complexity of sensing, sensor types, and the vast
range of existing and emerging applications in a very clearly
written and accessible manner. It is particularly good at
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capturing the exciting possibilities that will occur as sensor
networks merge with cloud-based ‘big data’ analytics to
provide a host of new applications that will impact directly on
the individual in ways we cannot fully predict at present. It
really brings this home through the use of carefully chosen
case studies that bring the overwhelming concept of 'big data'
down to the personal level of individual life and health.”
Dermot Diamond Director, National Centre for Sensor
Research, Principal Investigator, CLARITY Centre for Sensor
Web Technologies, Dublin City University "Sensor
Technologies: Healthcare, Wellness and Environmental
Applications takes the reader on an end-to-end journey of
sensor technologies, covering the fundamentals from an
engineering perspective, introducing how the data gleaned
can be both processed and visualized, in addition to offering
exemplar case studies in a number of application domains. It
is a must-read for those studying any undergraduate course
that involves sensor technologies. It also provides a thorough
foundation for those involved in the research and
development of applied sensor systems. I highly recommend
it to any engineer who wishes to broaden their knowledge in
this area!" Chris Nugent Professor of Biomedical Engineering,
University of Ulster
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Sensors
and Techniques for 3D Object Modeling in Underwater
Environments" that was published in Sensors
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) plays a key role in
high precision navigation, positioning, timing, and scientific
questions related to precise positioning. This is a highly
precise, continuous, all-weather, and real-time technique. The
book is devoted to presenting recent results and
developments in GNSS theory, system, signal, receiver,
method, and errors sources, such as multipath effects and
atmospheric delays. Furthermore, varied GNSS applications
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are demonstrated and evaluated in hybrid positioning, multisensor integration, height system, Network Real Time
Kinematic (NRTK), wheeled robots, and status and
engineering surveying. This book provides a good reference
for GNSS designers, engineers, and scientists, as well as the
user market.
Co-integration of sensors with their associated electronics on
a single silicon chip may provide many significant benefits
regarding performance, reliability, miniaturization and process
simplicity without significantly increasing the total cost.
Micromachined Thin-Film Sensors for SOI-CMOS Cointegration covers the challenges and interests and
demonstrates the successful co-integration of gas-flow
sensors on dielectric membrane, with their associated
electronics, in CMOS-SOI technology. We firstly investigate
the extraction of residual stress in thin layers and in their
stacking and the release, in post-processing, of a 1 ?m-thick
robust and flat dielectric multilayered membrane using
Tetramethyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH) silicon
micromachining solution. The optimization of its selectivity
towards aluminum is largely demonstrated. The second part
focuses on sensors design and characteristics. A novel loopshape polysilicon microheater is designed and built in a
CMOS-SOI standard process. High thermal uniformity, low
power consumption and high working temperature are
confirmed by extensive measurements. The additional gas
flow sensing layers are judiciously chosen and implemented.
Measurements in the presence of a nitrogen flow and gas
reveal fair sensitivity on a large flow velocity range as well as
good response to many gases. Finally, MOS transistors
suspended on released dielectric membranes are presented
and fully characterized as a concluding demonstrator of the
co-integration in SOI technology.
MEMS technology and applications have grown at a
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tremendous pace, while structural dimensions have grown
smaller and smaller, reaching down even to the molecular
level. With this movement have come new types of
applications and rapid advances in the technologies and
techniques needed to fabricate the increasingly miniature
devices that are literally changing our world. A bestseller in its
first edition, Fundamentals of Microfabrication, Second
Edition reflects the many developments in methods,
materials, and applications that have emerged recently.
Renowned author Marc Madou has added exercise sets to
each chapter, thus answering the need for a textbook in this
field. Fundamentals of Microfabrication, Second Edition offers
unique, in-depth coverage of the science of miniaturization,
its methods, and materials. From the fundamentals of
lithography through bonding and packaging to quantum
structures and molecular engineering, it provides the
background, tools, and directions you need to confidently
choose fabrication methods and materials for a particular
miniaturization problem. New in the Second Edition Revised
chapters that reflect the many recent advances in the field
Updated and enhanced discussions of topics including DNA
arrays, microfluidics, micromolding techniques, and
nanotechnology In-depth coverage of bio-MEMs, RF-MEMs,
high-temperature, and optical MEMs. Many more links to the
Web Problem sets in each chapter
This book addresses the techniques for modeling and
integration of data provided by different sensors within
robotics and knowledge sources within machine intelligence.
Leaders in robotics and machine intelligence capture state-ofthe-art technology in data sensor fusion and give a unified
vision of the future of the field, presented from both the
theoretical and practical angles.
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology holds
great promise for future navigation systems because of the
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reduced size and cost of MEMS inertial sensors relative to
conventional devices. Current MEMS devices are much less
accurate than standard inertial sensors, but they can still be
useful. In this thesis, data was recorded from an inexpensive
MEMS inertial measurement unit and integrated with GPS
measurements using a tightly-coupled Kalman filter. The
overall goal of this research is to investigate the usefulness of
MEMS sensors for a small, real-time, low-cost INS/GPS
integration. A golf cart was used to collect dynamic data,
along with a commercial INS/GPS system to provide
reference data. This data was then post-processed, and the
filter's performance in the position, velocity, and attitude
outputs were evaluated by comparing them to the reference
system. The important system features of system alignment,
bias feedback, and INS resets are described, and the filter's
performance is analyzed using its estimate and covariance
outputs and comparing them to the true error. Filter residuals
are also shown and discussed. The final results show that,
with adequate processing available, the INS/GPS filter using
the MEMS instruments provides good position, velocity, and
attitude results over a period of up to 15 minutes, as long as
the data is at least somewhat dynamic. Without vehicle
motion, the vehicle yaw state tends to wander excessively,
due to the bias and noise of the MEMS gyroscopes. Over a
long static period, the filter's position outputs would most
likely diverge and become unstable. Recommendations are
made to combat this problem, among them to conduct more
characterization of the MEMS sensors, and to add GPS
velocity measurements as an input to the filter.
Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) inertial sensors have
become ubiquitous in modern society. Built into mobile
telephones, gaming consoles, virtual reality headsets, we use
such sensors on a daily basis. They also have applications in
medical therapy devices, motion-capture filming, traffic
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monitoring systems, and drones. While providing accurate
measurements over short time scales, this diminishes over
longer periods. To date, this problem has been resolved by
combining them with additional sensors and models. This
adds both expense and size to the devices. This tutorial
focuses on the signal processing aspects of position and
orientation estimation using inertial sensors. It discusses
different modelling choices and a selected number of
important algorithms that engineers can use to select the best
options for their designs. The algorithms include optimizationbased smoothing and filtering as well as computationally
cheaper extended Kalman filter and complementary filter
implementations. Engineers, researchers, and students
deploying MEMS inertial sensors will find that this tutorial is
an essential monograph on how to optimize their designs.
A field as diverse as optoelectronics needs a reference that is
equally versatile. From basic physics and light sources to
devices and state-of-the-art applications, the Handbook of
Optoelectronics provides comprehensive, self-contained
coverage of fundamental concepts and practical applications
across the entire spectrum of disciplines encompassed by
optoelectronics. The handbook unifies a broad array of
current research areas with a forward-looking focus on
systems and applications. Beginning with an introduction to
the relevant principles of physics, materials science,
engineering, and optics, the book explores the details of
optoelectronic devices and techniques including
semiconductor lasers, optical detectors and receivers, optical
fiber devices, modulators, amplifiers, integrated optics, LEDs,
and engineered optical materials. Applications and systems
then become the focus, with sections devoted to industrial,
medical, and commercial applications, communications,
imaging and displays, sensing and data processing,
spectroscopic analysis, the art of practical optoelectronics,
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and future prospects. This extensive resource comprises the
efforts of more than 70 world-renowned experts from leading
industrial and academic institutions around the world and
includes many references to contemporary works. Whether
used as a field reference, as a research tool, or as a broad
and self-contained introduction to the field, the Handbook of
Optoelectronics places everything you need in a unified,
conveniently organized format.
RFID (radio-frequency identification) is an emerging
communication system technology and one of the most
rapidly growing segments of todayOCOs automatic
identification data collection industry. This cutting-edge
resource offers you a solid understanding of the basic
technical principles and applications of RFID-enabled sensor
systems. The book provides you with a detailed description of
RFID and itOCOs operation, along with a fundamental
overview of sensors and wireless sensor networks. Moreover,
this practical reference gives you step-by-step guidance on
how to design RFID-enabled sensors that form a wireless
sensor network. You also find detailed coverage of state-of
OCothe-art RFID/sensor technology and worldwide
applications.

There are continuous efforts focussed on improving road
traffic safety worldwide. Numerous vehicle safety
features have been invented and standardized over the
past decades. Particularly interesting are the driver
assistance systems, since these can considerably
reduce the number of accidents by supporting drivers’
perception of their surroundings. Many driver assistance
features rely on radar-based sensors. Nowadays the
commercially available automotive front-end sensors are
comprised of discrete components, thus making the
radar modules highly-priced and suitable for integration
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only in premium class vehicles. Realization of low-cost
radar fro- end circuits would enable their implementation
in inexpensive economy cars, c- siderably contributing to
traffic safety. Cost reduction requires high-level
integration of the microwave front-end c- cuitry,
specifically analog and digital circuit blocks co-located on
a single chip. - cent developments of silicon-based
technologies, e.g. CMOS and SiGe:C bipolar, make
them suitable for realization of microwave sensors.
Additionally, these te- nologies offer the necessary
integration capability. However, the required output
power and temperature stability, necessary for
automotive radar sensor products, have not yet been
achieved in standard digital CMOS technologies. On the
other hand, SiGe bipolar technology offers excellent highfrequency characteristics and necessary output power
for automotive applications, but has lower potential for alization of digital blocks than CMOS.
Water Management Challenges in Global Change
contains the proceedings of the 9th Computing and
Control for the Water Industry (CCWI2007) and the
Sustainable Urban Water Management (SUWM2007)
conferences. The rationale behind these conferences is
to improve the management of urban water systems
through the development of computerbased methods.
Issues such as economic globalisation, climate changes
and water shortages call for a new approach to water
systems management, which addresses the relevant
technical, social and economic aspects. This collection
represents the views of academic and industrial experts
from a number of countries, who provide technical
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solutions to current water management problems and
present a vision for addressing the global questions. The
themes underlying many of the contributions include
energy and material savings, water savings and the
integration of different aspects of water management.
The papers are grouped into three themes covering
water distribution systems, sustainable urban water
management and modelling of wastewater treatment
plants. The water distribution topics cover asset and
information management, planning, monitoring and
control, hydraulic modelling of steady state and
transients, water quality and treatment, demand and
leakage management, optimisation, design and decision
support systems, as well as reliability and security of
water distribution systems. The sustainable urban water
management topics include urban drainage systems,
water reuse, social aspects of water management and
also selected facets of water resources and irrigation.
Computer control of wastewater treatment plants has
been seen as less advanced than that of clean water
systems. To address this imbalance, this book presents
a number of modelling techniques developed specifically
for these plants. Water Management Challenges in
Global Change will prove to be invaluable to water and
environmental engineering researchers and academics;
managers, engineers and planners; and postgraduate
students.
There has been a growing interest during the 1990s in
the use of multiple sensors to increase the capabilities of
intelligent machines and systems. This text is a
compendium of some of the most important and
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influential work that has appeared in this area. In
addition, it contains comprehensive introductory material
and an extensive survey and review of related research.
The volume should be useful to everyone interested in
the development of more intelligent machines and
systems through the synergistic use of multiple sensors.
Sensor technologies are a rapidly growing area of
interest in science and product design, embracing
developments in electronics, photonics, mechanics,
chemistry, and biology. Their presence is widespread in
everyday life, where they are used to sense sound,
movement, and optical or magnetic signals. The demand
for portable and lightweight sensors is relentless in
several industries, from consumer electronics to
biomedical engineering to the military. Smart Sensors for
Industrial Applications brings together the latest research
in smart sensors technology and exposes the reader to
myriad applications that this technology has enabled.
Organized into five parts, the book explores: Photonics
and optoelectronics sensors, including developments in
optical fibers, Brillouin detection, and Doppler effect
analysis. Chapters also look at key applications such as
oxygen detection, directional discrimination, and optical
sensing. Infrared and thermal sensors, such as Bragg
gratings, thin films, and microbolometers. Contributors
also cover temperature measurements in industrial
conditions, including sensing inside explosions. Magnetic
and inductive sensors, including magnetometers,
inductive coupling, and ferro-fluidics. The book also
discusses magnetic field and inductive current
measurements in various industrial conditions, such as
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on airplanes. Sound and ultrasound sensors, including
underwater acoustic modem, vibrational spectroscopy,
and photoacoustics. Piezoresistive, wireless, and
electrical sensors, with applications in health monitoring,
agrofood, and other industries. Featuring contributions
by experts from around the world, this book offers a
comprehensive review of the groundbreaking
technologies and the latest applications and trends in the
field of smart sensors.
Advanced concepts for wireless communications offer a
vision of technology that is embedded in our
surroundings and practically invisible, but present
whenever required. Although the use of deep submicron
CMOS processes allows for an unprecedented degree of
scaling in digital circuitry, it complicates the
implementation and integration of traditional RF circuits.
The requirement for long operating life under limited
energy supply also poses severe design constraints,
particularly in critical applications in commerce,
healthcare, and security. These challenges call for
innovative design solutions at the circuit and system
levels. Low Power Emerging Wireless Technologies
addresses the crucial scientific and technological
challenges for the realization of fully integrated, highly
efficient, and cost-effective solutions for emerging
wireless applications. Get Insights from the Experts on
Wireless Circuit Design The book features contributions
by top international experts in wireless circuit design
representing both industry and academia. They explore
the state of the art in wireless communication for 3G and
4G cellular networks, millimeter-wave applications,
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wireless sensor networks, and wireless medical
technologies. The emphasis is on low-power wireless
applications, RF building blocks for wireless applications,
and short-distance and beam steering. Topics covered
include new opportunities in body area networks,
medical implants, satellite communications, automobile
radar detection, and wearable electronics. Exploit the
Potential behind Emerging Green Wireless Technologies
A must for anyone serious about future wireless
technologies, this multidisciplinary book discusses the
challenges of emerging power-efficient applications.
Written for practicing engineers in the wireless
communication field who have some experience in
integrated circuits, it is also a valuable resource for
graduate students.
This book provides the most comprehensive and
consistent survey of the field of IC design for Biological
Sensing and Processing. The authors describe a
multitude of applications that require custom CMOS IC
design and highlight the techniques in analog and mixedsignal circuit design that potentially can cross boundaries
and benefit the very wide community of bio-medical
engineers.
Using Inertial Sensors for Position and Orientation
Estimation
The concept of autonomous pedestrian navigation is
often adopted for indoor pedestrian navigation. For
outdoors, a Global Positioning System (GPS) is often
used for navigation by utilizing GPS signals for position
computation but indoors, its signals are often
unavailable. Therefore, autonomous pedestrian
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navigation for indoors can be realized with the use of
independent sensors, such as low-cost inertial sensors,
and these sensors are often known as Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) where they do not rely on the
reception of external information such as GPS signals.
Using these sensors, a relative positioning concept from
initialized position and attitude is used for navigation.
The sensors sense the change in velocity and after
integration, it is added to the previous position to obtain
the current position. Such low-cost systems, however,
are prone to errors that can result in a large position drift.
This problem can be minimized by mounting the sensors
on the pedestrian's foot. During walking, the foot is
briefly stationary while it is on the ground, sometimes
called the zero-velocity period. If a non-zero velocity is
then measured by the inertial sensors during this period,
it is considered as an error and thus can be corrected.
These repeated corrections to the inertial sensor's
velocity measurements can, therefore, be used to control
the error growth and minimize the position drift.
Nonetheless, it is still inadequate, mainly due to the
remaining errors on the inertial sensor's heading when
the velocity corrections are used alone. Apart from the
initialization issue, therefore, the heading drift problem
still remains in such low-cost systems. In this research,
two novel methods are developed and investigated to
mitigate the heading drift problem when used with the
velocity updates. The first method is termed Cardinal
Heading Aided Inertial Navigation (CHAIN), where an
algorithm is developed to use building 'heading' to aid
the heading measurement in the Kalman Filter. The
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second method is termed the Rotated IMU (RIMU),
where the foot-mounted inertial sensor is rotated about a
single axis to increase the observability of the sensor's
heading. For the CHAIN, the method proposed has been
investigated with real field trials using the low-cost
Microstrain 3DM-GX3-25 inertial sensor. It shows a clear
improvement in mitigating the heading drift error. It offers
significant improvement in navigation accuracy for a long
period, allowing autonomous pedestrian navigation for as
long as 40 minutes with below 5 meters position error
between start and end position. It does not require any
extra heading sensors, such as a magnetometer or
visual sensors such as a camera nor an extensive
position or map database, and thus offers a costeffective solution. Furthermore, its simplicity makes it
feasible for it to be implemented in real-time, as very little
computing capability is needed. For the RIMU, the
method was tested with Nottingham Geospatial Institute
(NGI) inertial data simulation software. Field trials were
also undertaken using the same low-cost inertial sensor,
mounted on a rotated platform prototype. This method
improves the observability of the inertial sensor's errors,
resulting also in a decrease in the heading drift error at
the expense of requiring extra components.

A systematic treatment of the design and fabrication
of chipless RFID sensors This book presents various
sensing techniques incorporated into chipless RFID
systems. The book is divided into five main sections:
Introduction to Chipless RFID Sensors; RFID Sensor
Design; Smart Materials; Fabrication, Integration and
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Testing; and Applications of Chipless RFID Sensors.
After a comprehensive review of conventional RFID
sensors, the book presents various passive
microwave circuit designs to achieve compact, high
data density and highly sensitive tag sensors for a
number of real-world ubiquitous sensing
applications. The book reviews the application of
smart materials for microwave sensing and provides
an overview of various micro- and nano-fabrication
techniques with the potential to be used in the
development of chipless RFID sensors. The authors
also explore a chipless RFID reader design capable
of reading data ID and sensory information from the
chipless RFID sensors presented in the book. The
unique features of the book are: Evaluating new
chipless RFID sensor design that allow non-invasive
PD detection and localization, real-time environment
monitoring, and temperature threshold detection and
humidity Providing a classification of smart materials
based on sensing physical parameters (i.e. humidity,
temperature, pH, gas, strain, light, etc.) Discussing
innovative micro- and nano-fabrication processes
including printing suitable for chipless RFID sensors
Presenting a detailed case study on various realworld applications including retail, pharmaceutical,
logistics, power, and construction industries Chipless
RFID Sensors is primarily written for researchers in
the field of RF sensors but can serve as
supplementary reading for graduate students and
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professors in electrical engineering and wireless
communications.
This thoroughly updated third edition of an Artech
House bestseller brings together a team of leading
experts providing a current and comprehensive
treatment of global navigation satellite systems
(GNSS) that readers won’t find in other resources.
Packed with brand new material, this third edition
includes new chapters on the system engineering
details of GPS, European Galileo system, Chinese
Beidou systems, GLONASS, and regional systems,
such as Quasi–Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and
Navigation with Indian Constellation (NavIC).
Readers also find new coverage of GNSS receivers,
disruptions, errors, stand-alone GNSS performance,
differential and precise point positioning. This singlesource reference provides both a quick overview of
GNSS essentials and an in-depth treatment of
advanced topics and explores all the latest advances
in technology, applications, and systems. Readers
are guided in the development of new applications
and on how to evaluate their performance. It
explains all the differential GNSS services available
to help decide which is best for a particular
application. The book discusses the integration of
GNSS with other sensors and network assistance.
Readers learn how to build GNSS receivers and
integrate them into navigational and communications
equipment. Moreover, this unique volume helps
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determine how technology is affecting the
marketplace and where best to invest in a
company’s resources.
The purpose of this AGARDograph is to provide the
general reader with info on advances in the field of
sensors and current approaches to problems of
integration into aircraft G & C systems. Individual
papers on: advances in E/O sensors and airborneradar, New types of inertial sensor, Low cost fluidic
sensors, Measurements of airspeed and windshear
with an airborne laser, Application of analytical
redundancy and integration of a new sensor on to an
existing aircraft. One paper on automatic speech
recognition is included.
An indispensable resource for all those who design,
build, manage,and operate electronic navigation
systems Avionics Navigation Systems, Second
Edition, is a complete guide tothe art and science of
modern electronic navigation, focusing onaircraft. It
covers electronic navigation systems in civil
andmilitary aircraft, helicopters, unmanned aerial
vehicles, andmanned spacecraft. It has been
thoroughly updated and expanded toinclude all of
the major advances that have occurred since
thepublication of the classic first edition. It covers the
entirefield from basic navigation principles,
equations, andstate-of-the-art hardware to emerging
technologies. Each chapter isdevoted to a different
system or technology and provides
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detailedinformation about its functions, design
characteristics, equipmentconfigurations,
performance limitations, and directions for thefuture.
You'll find everything you need to know about: *
Traditional ground-based radio navigation * Satellite
systems: GPS, GLONASS, and their augmentations
* New inertial systems, including optical rate
sensors,micromechanical accelerometers, and highaccuracy stellar-inertialnavigators Instrument
Landing System and its successors * Integrated
communication-navigation systems used
onbattlefields * Airborne mapping, Doppler, and
multimode radars * Terrain matching * Special needs
of military aircraft * And much more
The Department of Defense recently highlighted
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR)
capabilities as a top priority for U.S. warfighters.
Contributions provided by ISR assets in the
operational theaters in Iraq and Afghanistan have
been widely documented in press reporting. While
the United States continues to increase investments
in ISR capabilities, other nations not friendly to the
United States will continue to seek countermeasures
to U.S. capabilities. The Technology Warning
Division of the Defense Intelligence Agency's (DIA)
Defense Warning Office (DWO) has the critical
responsibility, in collaborations with other
components of the intelligence community (IC), for
providing U.S. policymakers insight into
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technological developments that may impact future
U.S. warfighting capabilities. To this end, the IC
requested that the National Research Council (NRC)
investigate and report on key visible and infrared
detector technologies, with potential military utility,
that are likely to be developed in the next 10-15
years. This study is the eighth in a series sponsored
by the DWO and executed under the auspices of the
NRC TIGER (Technology Insight-Gauge, Evaluate,
and Review) Standing Committee.
There is a growing interest in the ability to monitor
and control indoor air quality (IAQ) via low-cost
sensors. Because of their adverse health effects,
there is specific interest in sensing particles with
diameters less than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5). Many
sensors have become available for monitoring
PM2.5 in recent years, but there is no consensus
that they perform well enough to be used in smart
building systems (i.e., ventilation or air cleaning
control), without compromising IAQ. We provide a
review of documented errors in low-cost particle
sensors, characterize the performance of low-cost
PM2.5 sensors for smart control of indoor
environments through a simulation campaign, and
offer suggestions for standardization of a testing
protocol. Lastly, we explore one potential application
of low-cost sensors for smart building systems:
modulation of ventilation in response to grid signals
in commercial buildings. Using the dynamic building
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simulation platform EnergyPlus, we simulate typical
peak power shedding events during which ventilation
is temporarily curtailed in a way that is imperceptible
to occupants. We conduct such simulations for 9
building types, in 15 climate zones. Preliminary
results show that this strategy can reduce peak
electric power demand by an average of 0.32 W/ft^2
or 9% across the United States and across building
types. Buildings with greater occupancy density have
shorter available power shed and greater savings,
while less densely occupied buildings have longer
available shed but lesser savings.
This is the fourth volume of the successful series
Robot Operating Systems: The Complete Reference,
providing a comprehensive overview of robot
operating systems (ROS), which is currently the
main development framework for robotics
applications, as well as the latest trends and
contributed systems. The book is divided into four
parts: Part 1 features two papers on navigation,
discussing SLAM and path planning. Part 2 focuses
on the integration of ROS into quadcopters and their
control. Part 3 then discusses two emerging
applications for robotics: cloud robotics, and video
stabilization. Part 4 presents tools developed for
ROS; the first is a practical alternative to the
roslaunch system, and the second is related to
penetration testing. This book is a valuable resource
for ROS users and wanting to learn more about ROS
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capabilities and features.
Many sensors are currently available at prices lower
than USD 100 and cover a wide range of biological
signals: motion, muscle activity, heart rate, etc. Such
low-cost sensors have metrological features allowing
them to be used in everyday life and clinical
applications, where gold-standard material is both
too expensive and time-consuming to be used. The
selected papers present current applications of lowcost sensors in domains such as physiotherapy,
rehabilitation, and affective technologies. The results
cover various aspects of low-cost sensor technology
from hardware design to software optimization.
Volume is indexed by Thomson Reuters CPCI-S
(WoS). The papers of this 4 volumes set on
"Sensors, Measurement and Intelligent Materials"
are grouped as follows: Chapter 1: Intelligent
Materials and Structures; Chapter 2: Sensors;
Chapter 3: Techniques for Measurement, Detection
and Monitoring; Chapter 4: Data Acquisition, Data
Mining and Data Processing; Chapter 5: Automation
and Control. Technologies and Engineering; Chapter
6: Intelligent System; Chapter 7: Mechatronics;
Chapter 8: Microelectronics, Electronics and
Electrical. Circuits and Devices; Chapter 9: Network
Engineering and Communication Technology;
Chapter 10: Applied Computing and Information
Technologies; Chapter 11: Materials and Processing
Technologies; Chapter 12: Applied Mechanics in
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General Mechanical Engineering and Construction.
Industrial assets (such as railway lines, roads,
pipelines) are usually huge, span long distances,
and can be divided into clusters or segments that
provide different levels of functionality subject to
different loads, degradations and environmental
conditions, and their efficient management is
necessary. The aim of the book is to give
comprehensive understanding about the use of
autonomous vehicles (context of robotics) for the
utilization of inspection and maintenance activities in
industrial asset management in different accessibility
and hazard levels. The usability of deploying
inspection vehicles in an autonomous manner is
explained with the emphasis on integrating the total
process. Key Features Aims for solutions for
maintenance and inspection problems provided by
robotics, drones, unmanned air vehicles and
unmanned ground vehicles Discusses integration of
autonomous vehicles for inspection and
maintenance of industrial assets Covers the
industrial approach to inspection needs and presents
what is needed from the infrastructure end Presents
the requirements for robot designers to design an
autonomous inspection and maintenance system
Includes practical case studies from industries
Meant for students and practicing engineers, this
book provides a clear, comprehensive and up-todate introduction to Digital Image Processing in a
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pragmatic style. Illustrative approach, practical
examples and MATLAB applications given in the
book help in bringing theory to life.
Advances in materials science and engineering have
paved the way for the development of new and more
capable sensors. Drawing upon case studies from
manufacturing and structural monitoring and
involving chemical and long wave-length infrared
sensors, this book suggests an approach that frames
the relevant technical issues in such a way as to
expedite the consideration of new and novel sensor
materials. It enables a multidisciplinary approach for
identifying opportunities and making realistic
assessments of technical risk and could be used to
guide relevant research and development in sensor
technologies.
The limitations of satellites create a large gap in
assistive directional technologies, especially indoors.
The methods and advances in alternate directional
technologies is allowing for new systems to fill the
gaps caused by the limitations of GPS systems.
Positioning and Navigation in Complex
Environments is a critical scholarly resource that
examines the methodologies and advances in
technologies that allow for indoor navigation.
Featuring insight on a broad scope of topics, such as
multipath mitigation, Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS), and multi-sensor integration, this
book is directed toward data scientists, engineers,
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government agencies, researchers, and graduatelevel students.
Light on physics and math, with a heavy focus on
practical applications, Optical, Acoustic, Magnetic,
and Mechanical Sensor Technologies discusses the
developments necessary to realize the growth of
truly integrated sensors for use in physical,
biological, optical, and chemical sensing, as well as
future micro- and nanotechnologies. Used to pick up
sound, movement, and optical or magnetic signals,
portable and lightweight sensors are perpetually in
demand in consumer electronics, biomedical
engineering, military applications, and a wide range
of other sectors. However, despite extensive existing
developments in computing and communications for
integrated microsystems, we are only just now
seeing real transformational changes in sensors,
which are critical to conducting so many advanced,
integrated tasks. This book is designed in two
sections—Optical and Acoustic Sensors and
Magnetic and Mechanical Sensors—that address the
latest developments in sensors. The first part covers:
Optical and acoustic sensors, particularly those
based on polymer optical fibers Potential of
integrated optical biosensors and silicon photonics
Luminescent thermometry and solar cell analyses
Description of research from United States Army
Research Laboratory on sensing applications using
photoacoustic spectroscopy Advances in the design
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of underwater acoustic modems The second
discusses: Magnetic and mechanical sensors,
starting with coverage of magnetic field scanning
Some contributors’ personal accomplishments in
combining MEMS and CMOS technologies for
artificial microsystems used to sense airflow,
temperature, and humidity MEMS-based micro hotplate devices Vibration energy harvesting with
piezoelectric MEMS Self-powered wireless sensing
As sensors inevitably become omnipresent elements
in most aspects of everyday life, this book assesses
their massive potential in the development of
interfacing applications for various areas of product
design and sciences—including electronics,
photonics, mechanics, chemistry, and biology, to
name just a few.
Advanced Nanomaterials for Inexpensive Gas
Microsensors presents full coverage of the area of
gas sensing nanomaterials, from materials,
transducers and applications to the latest advanced
results and future directions. A number of experts in
the field present work on gas sensing nanomaterials
including metal oxides, carbon based and hybrid
materials, together with their fabrication and
application. The book brings together three major
themes: Several chapters address synthesis,
functionalization, characterization of advanced
nanomaterials, with emphasis on synthesis
techniques to ease the integration of nanomaterials
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in transducers. These chapters encompass a wide
spectrum of sensing technologies including
advanced nanomaterials such as metal oxides,
carbon materials and graphene, organic molecular
materials, and atomic layers such as MoS2. The
authors examine the coupling of sensitive
nanomaterials to different types of transducer
elements and their applications, including direct
growth and additive fabrication techniques as a way
to obtain inexpensive gas microsensors, principal
transduction schemes, and advanced operating
methods. Assess the value of major applications for
gas microsensors, including air quality monitoring
both indoors (buildings and vehicles) and outdoors,
monitoring perishable goods and medical. For each
application, potential issues are clearly identified,
research directions to overcome these are
suggested, and market analysis data is included.
Advanced Nanomaterials for Inexpensive Gas
Microsensors presents the latest research and most
comprehensive coverage in the field of gas micro
and nano sensors for research scientists,
academics, graduate students, and R&D managers
working on synthesis of nanomaterials and
fabrication of sensing systems, in a wide range of
areas in electrical and material engineering, physical
chemistry, electrochemistry and physics. Presents
technological solutions and applications of gas
sensors in varied areas of chemistry, physics,
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material science, and engineering Examines
advanced operating methods (e.g., temperature
modulation, self-heating, light-activated response,
noise methods) to enhance stability, sensitivity,
selectivity and reduce power consumption Provides
a critical review of current applications and their
expected future evolution, demonstrating which are
the most promising approaches and what can be
expected from the development of inexpensive gas
micro- and nanosensors
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